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What is research?

• Research is defined as “a systematic 
investigation, including research development, 
testing, and evaluation, designed to develop or 
contribute to generalizable knowledge.”

• You must ask yourself: “Am I doing research?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the federal regulation of research found in 45 CFR 46, otherwise known as the Common Rule.Many projects can be systematic investigations but do not meet the criteria for “general knowledge”.



Am I doing research that involves human 
subjects?

• The human subject is “a living individual about whom an 
investigator (whether professional or student) conducting research 
and:

• Obtains information or biospecimens through intervention or interaction
with the individual, and uses, studies, or analyzes the information or 
biospecimens

OR
• Obtains, uses, studies, analyzes or generates identifiable private 
information or identifiable biospecimens

• If you are unsure: use the Human Subjects Research Determination 
Worksheet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: The term identifiable, identifiable under HIPPA regulations includes more than just name, DOB & address and can be affected by population size, etc.

https://assets.campbell.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/IRB-HSR-Determination-Worksheet.v.4.10.201.docx


Not Research vs Not Human Subjects 
Research (NHSR)

Not Research* Not Human Subjects Research**
• Scholarly And/or Journalistic 

activities
• Public health surveillance activities
• Criminal Justice Agency collection & 

use
• Intelligence, homeland security, 

defense, or other national security 
missions

• Not obtaining 
information/biospecimens by 
intervention or interaction

• Not obtaining, using, studying, 
analyzing, or generating individual 
identifiable 
information/biospecimens.

• Information/biospecimens used to 
support marketing under FDA 
regulations.

*45 CFR 46.102(l) **45 CFR 46.102(e)
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Presentation Notes
Under not research only bullet points 1 & 2 are most likely applicable to your research.Under NHSR the third bullet point will not apply to your research. The Campbell IRB does not allow FDA regulated studies at this time.



Not Human Subjects Research – Additional 
Categories

• Quality Improvement/Quality Assurance/Program Evaluations
• Case Reports*
• Course-Related Activities
• Research Using Public or Non-Identifiable Private Information 

about Living Individuals
• Research Using Health Information from Deceased Individuals*
• Instrumentation/Questionnaire Development

* HIPAA or other state/local laws may still apply.
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Presentation Notes
These are the easiest type of projects to receive an IRB determination on and risks associated with these types of projects are so low that these projects do not require IRB oversight by federal law.IRB recommends projects qualifying for bullet point #4, if possible.



The IRB Process at Campbell University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may want to review the IRB Investigator Manual and other documents on the IRB website prior designing your research project, this information may influence your choice of research topic and study design. Use of the Research Plan Guidance Documented is strongly recommended. The IRB reviewer can tell if this document has been used to prepare your research protocol.



Human Subjects Research Protection Training

• You will need to identify your research team. 
• All research personnel will need to complete the human subject research 

training requirement.

• IRB requirements for conducting research are located on the IRB 
website.

• Typically, CITI Program training selection titled “Biomedical 
Researchers” should be chosen by medical students conducting 
research.

• SBE – Social, Behavioral & Educational Training is appropriate for 
other types of research.

https://www.campbell.edu/about/leadership/provost/institutional-review-board/for-investigators/training/


Prepare Study Documents

• New Protocol Submission Form
• Research Plan
• Recruitment Materials
• Informed Consent/Assent Forms
• Data Collection & Research Instruments
• Data Monitoring Plan
• Multi-site Research Documents
• Other Required Documents
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Presentation Notes
This is a condensed list of study documents that may be required in your new protocol submission/application to the IRB. 



New Protocol Submission Form

• Provides the IRB with specific regulatory information to determine 
what type of IRB review must be conducted.

• Principal Investigator (PI) must be Faculty with offices at Campbell 
University.

• Students must have a Faculty Advisor to serve as the PI.
• Explanation for risk category
• Multi-site information
• Ancillary Committee Decisions, if required

• Will prompt when additional required documents are required to 
be included in the submission.
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Presentation Notes
This form provides the IRB with criteria that will allow the IRB Coordinator to route your submission. It lets the IRB determine what type of review is required and if any special regulation criteria must be met. Such as, application of certain criteria for the use of children as research subjects or the need for reliance agreements with external institutions. Included in this form are prompts for additional documents which may or may not be required to be attached to your electronic submission form.



Research Plan ≠ Research Protocol

• The IRB research plan is focused on human subjects research 
protections, identification of risks and benefits, and methods used 
to reduce risks.

• It includes elements in found in a research protocol.
• It requires detailed information regarding research activities, a 

recipe for your research project.
• Research Protocol contents are usually defined by the sponsoring 

agency.
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Presentation Notes
Research protocols typically provide rationale, purpose, methods, risks of the research, the purpose of the research. They usually do not justify research activities regarding risks vs benefits. The Research Plan will ask for your purpose, rationale, aims which are part of your research protocol.Recipe: If you provide me with a recipe to make grilled cheese but miss the step telling me to unwrap the cheese before placing it between the two slices of bread….you see where this is going.



IRB Research Plan template & Research Plan 
Guidance Document

• Complete both documents after you have developed your research 
protocol.

• Use the Research Plan Guidance Document and resources on the 
IRB website when competing the Research Plan template.

• The IRB has specific criteria that must be met before a reviewer
or the IRB Committee can approve a protocol.

• Use of these documents will ensure completeness and clarity in 
your submission.
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Presentation Notes
Please do not open the documents and just start writing. Know your subject matter and what the requirements are for conducting your specific type of research.Think of a maze that you were given as a child on a restaurant placemat, where you are at the entrance and IRB approval/determination is at the center. You need to find your way through the maze. Every research study is different and will require a different path to reach the end. There is no one size fits all.

https://assets.campbell.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/IRB-Guidance_-Research-Plan.v2.pdf
https://www.campbell.edu/about/leadership/provost/institutional-review-board/


How to Submit

• Follow the instructions on the top of the New Protocol Submission 
Form.

• Use the Electronic Application Form, DO NOT email your 
submission.

• You will be prompted in the form to attach additional documents.
• Complete the New Protocol Checklist at the end of the submission 

form.
• Double check that all additional required documents are attached 

to the electronic application form prior to saving.
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Presentation Notes
Everything on this slide and the previous slide will ensure that your protocol submission will flow through the IRB Process with less delays. If you have questions, please call the IRB before you submit and plan for your submission to be returned at least two times for clarifications.



Pre-Review and Review

• Pre-Review consists of the IRB Coordinator ensuring all documents 
are included and basic IRB criteria for review have been met.

• The IRB may request changes be made prior to forwarding for 
review.

• Review of a research is conducted by a designated review or by a 
fully convened IRB dependent on the level of risk involved in the 
research protocol.

• The designated review or IRB Committee may approve outright or 
return for modifications prior to final approval.

• This takes time.



Determination or Approval

• You will receive a determination/approval 
letter.

• No research activities may be started or 
conducted prior to receiving the 
determination/approval letter from the 
IRB.



Post-Approval Submissions

• Changes must be submitted prior to the IRB before they 
are implemented.

• Protocol deviations or reportable events must be 
submitted.

• Progress Reports or Continuing Review submissions may 
be required.

• Closure Submission when the research has been 
completed.



How long does this process take?

It depends!
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Presentation Notes
Remember the maze we just talked about, every study is different. If you choose to conduct a NHSR project, the IRB can provide you with a response in as little as 15 minutes. The more complicated and higher risk project you conduct the longer it can take. If you don’t do all the things recommend, a minimal risk survey or record review project could take up to 5 months to receive an IRB determination. We’ve had it happen. For most projects that are considered “no more than minimal risk”, that are written well and all documents have been submitted and are in order, estimate about 2 weeks. We allow designated reviewers one week to review a protocol. Each time a protocol is sent back to the investigator for clarifications it adds time to the process. The IRB will usually complete our activities with 2 days (at most 5) of receiving materials from the investigator. So slow downs are not generally caused by the IRB but rather by the investigators.
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